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The last two decades particular interest has been given to noncom- 
mutative arithmetical rings, in particular to noncommutative Krull rings. 
Several definitions of noncommutative Krull rings have been introduced, 
for cxamplc, those of Chamarie [Z], Fossum [ 51, Jespers, Le Bruyn and 
Wauters [S], Kennedy [7], Le Bruyn and Van Oystaeyen [8], 
Marubayashi [9] and Rehm [ 161. All these notions have in common that 
one assumes some extra conditions on the ring (e.g., semiprime left and 
right Goldie or prime Formanek) in order to have a “nice” overring which 
plays the same role as the field of quotients in the case of commutative 
domains. liowever, for an arbitrary ring there is, in some sense, a biggest 
overring available, namely the (left or right) maximal quotient ring. 
It is this ring which Miyashita [ 111 uses to introduce a natural general 
notion of a Krull ring. This notion is such that all the above mentioned 
definitions are special cases of it. For symmetry reasons Miyashita actually 
works within a subring (which we will call the symmetric maximal quotient 
ring) of the maximal quotient ring. Roughly said, this ring is the intersec- 
tion of the left- and right-maximal quotient ring. 
Using an idea of Passman [S], we will give a characterization of the 
symmetric maximal quotient ring (and other quotient rings), and we prove 
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that it is indeed left-right symmetric. We reintroduce the notion of a Krull 
ring as in the sense of Miyashita and we study its connection with Asano- 
orders, defined within the symmetric Martindale ring of quotients 
(cf. [ 181). 
In [ 111 Miyashita in mainly interested in prime orders, i.e., prime rings 
such that (essential) ideals extend to the whole symmetric maximal 
quotient ring. The main aim in [ 111 is to investigate when some positively 
filtered rings are prime Krull rings. It follows that if the component of 
degree 0 of a strongly H-graded ring is a prime Krull order, then the 
positive part of the ring is a prime Krull order too. The main objective of 
this paper is to study when a semiprime order, which is weakly graded by a 
subsemigroup of an arbitrary torsion-free abelian group, is a Krull ring. 
We also prove that a semiprime Krull order is the direct sum of prime 
Krull orders. 
1. SYMMETRIC RINGS OF QUOTIENTS 
The rings of quotients we are interested in are constructed by means of 
dense ideals. The reason is that in this case the original ring is embedded in 
its ring of quotients. We first recall the necessary definitions. Since we are 
mainly interested in graded rings we will state several definitions within a 
graded context. 
All rings considered are associative and contain an identity element. 
Ideal will always mean two-sided ideal. All semigroups will have an iden- 
tity, denoted e, and will be denoted multiplicatively. 
Let G be a semigroup. A ring R is called a G-graded ring if there exist 
additive subgroups R, of R, indexed by the elements of G, such that 
and R, R, F& R,, for all g, h E G. The elements h(R) = lJnc G‘ R, are called the 
homogeneous elements of R. If r E R,, then r is called homogeneous of 
degree g. A left ideal Z of R is called homogeneous if Z = ORE G (In R,). We 
denote In R, by Z,, g E G. Then an R-linear map f: I--+ R is said to be a 
graded morphism of degree h, h E G, if (Z,)f c R,, for all g E G. Graded 
morphisms of degree h build an additive subgroup HOM,(Z, R)h of 
Hom,(Z, R). Hence HOMJZ, R) = ehs(; HOM,(Z, R)h is a graded 
abelian group. If N is any left ideal of R, then by N,, we denote the left 
ideal of R generated by Nn h(R). Clearly N is a homogeneous left ideal. Of 
course one has all the corresponding definitions for right ideals. 
If R, = (0) for all g #e, the identity element of G, then we say R is 
trivially graded. Of course any ring can be considered as a trivially graded 
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ring. Hence any notion defined in terms of homogeneous (left, right), ideals 
and graded morphisms has a corresponding ungraded version by consider- 
ing the ring involved as trivially graded. For more details on graded rings 
we refer to [12, 133. 
If A is a subset of a ring R then we denote by rR(A) (resp. f,(A)) the 
right (resp. left) annihilator of A in R. If the ring R is clear from the con- 
text we write r(A) (resp. f(A)). If BS R then we define the right (resp. left) 
residual (A : ,B)R (resp. (A : ,B),) by 
(A : rB)R= {PER 1 ByU}, 
respectively 
(A : ,B),= jy~R 1 yBsA}. 
Again, if the ring involved is clear from the context we will often omit the 
subscript R. If B= { } x we denote the residuals by (A : ,x) and (A : [x). 
DEFINITION. A left ideal L of a ring R is said to be right dense if and 
only if for all x E R we have r(L : ,x) = { 0). Similarly a right ideal P of R is 
said to be left dense if and only if for all x E R we have I(P : rx) = (0). We 
note that an ideal Z of R is right dense (resp. left dense) if and only if 
r(Z) = 0 (resp. f(Z) = 0). Moreover, if R is semiprime then Z is right dense if 
and only if Z is left dense. Hence, in this case we say Z is a dense ideal; 
clearly an ideal is dense if and only if it is essential. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let G be a group and R a G-graded ring. Then a 
homogeneous left ideal L of R is right dense if and only if L is right gr-dense, 
that is for all x E h(R), (L : [x) y = (0) implies y = 0, where y E h(R). 
Similarly a homogeneous right ideal P is left dense if and onlv if P is left 
gr-dense. 
Proof Clearly L being right dense implies L is right gr-dense. 
For the converse we first prove that r(N) is a homogeneous left ideal, 
where N is a homogeneous left ideal. Indeed, suppose 
Y=Yg,+ . . . + Y,” E r(N), Y, E R,, g; Z gj for i #L 
then NY= (OneG N,) y = 0. Hence for every ge G, N, y = 0. We obtain 
N,y,=O for all 1 <i<n. Thus ygnEr(N) for all ldibn. 
So suppose that L is right gr-dense. Let x = x8, + . . . + xg, E R, xg, E R,,. 
Then P = n;= i (L : ,xg,) E (L : ,x). Clearly P is a homogeneous left ideal of 
R, and P is right gr-dense (this is proved as in the ungraded case, see, e.g., 
[ 141). Hence, by the above r(P) = (0). Thus also r(L : ,x) = (0). 1 
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Let R be a G-graded ring G a group. A set (T/ of homogeneous left ideals 
of R is called a gr-LQUO-set if its satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) every left ideal L in (T, is right gr-dense (and thus right dense); 
(2) REU,; 
(3) if LECT,, x~h(R), then (L: ,x)~o,; 
(4) if L, LE~( then L~L’E~,; 
(5) iffEHOM,JZ, R), ZEN,, 
then for any L’E~,, ((L’)~--‘),,=O,,.(~,ER~I~(X~)EL’}E(T~. 
The above conditions imply 
(6) if ~EHOM,JL, R), L, L’E~,, such that (LnL’)f= (0) then 
(L)f= PI. 
Indeed, let xELnh(R), then (L’ : ,x)xcLnL’ and thus 
(L’ : ,x)xf= (0). Hence xf=O because, by (3) and (1) r(L’ : [x)= (0). 
Consequently Lf = { 0 }. 
If we consider R as a trivially graded ring, and thus cr, as a set of left 
ideals, then we call (r, a LQUO-set if its satisfies the ungraded versions of 
(l)-(5). By considering the left-right analogous of conditions (1 k(5) we 
obtain, for a set cr of (homogeneous) right ideals, the notion of (gr-) 
RQ UO-set. 
The above defined notions will be needed to introduce some (left and 
right) rings of quotients of a G-graded ring R, G a group. The sets we are 
interested in are: 
gr-Max, is the set of all right dense 
homogeneous left ideals of R; 
gr-Max, is the set of all left dense 
homogeneous right ideals of R; 
gr-Mart, is the set of all right dense 
homogeneous (two-sided) ideals of R; 
gr-Mart, is the set of all left dense 
homogeneous (two-sided) ideals of R. 
If we consider R as a trivially graded ring then we denote the 
corresponding sets of (left, right) ideals by Max,, Max,, Mart,, and Mart,, 
respectively. To specify the ring involved we will sometimes write gr- 
Max,(R), gr-Max,( R), gr-Mart,( R), and gr-Mart,( R). 
1.2. LEMMA. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group. Then (gr-) Max, and 
(gr-) Mart, are (gr-) LQUO-sets; (gr-) Max, and (gr-) Mart, are (gr-) 
RQ UO-sets. 
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Proof This is well known for trivially graded rings (see, e.g., [ 141 and 
[15]). However, the proof for the graded case is similar. 1 
Now we introduce the left ring of quotients of a G-graded ring R, G a 
grow, with respect to a gr-LQUO-set a,. Let S= ((L, f) 1 L E CT,, 
f~ HOM,(L, R)}. We define a relation - on S as follows: (L, f) - (L’, f’) 
if f and f’ agree on L n L’. Note that L n L’ E al. Clearly - is an 
equivalence relation on S. The equivalence class of (L, f) is denoted 
[L, f 1. Let Q:(R) be the set of all equivalence classes. We define two 
operations on this set 
CLfl+CL’,f’l=CLnL’,f+f’l, 
CL f 1 . CL’, f’l = C(L’f ‘JR,, ff’l. 
Because a, is a gr-LQUO-set these definitions make sense and, by (6), the 
operations respect he equivalence relation. One easily checks that the ring 
axioms are satisfied, so Q;(R) is a ring with 1. For g E G, let Q;(R), = 
{ [L,f ] I L E a,, f E HOM,(L, R),} then one easily verities that 
Q:(R) = 0 Q;(R),, 
gcG 
with Q;(R), Q!,(R)t, E Qb(R)gh, h E G. Hence Q;(R) is also a G-graded ring. 
Let t,: R+R: a --f ax, x E R. Then t, E HOM,(R, R), hence 
[R, z.~] E Q;(R) (because of condition (2)). If x # 0, condition (6) implies 
that [R, r,] # 0 in Q;(R). Hence the mapping z: R + Q;(R): x + [R, z,] is 
a ring embedding such that r( RR) E Qt( R& for all g E G. Hence we will con- 
sider Q;(R) as an overring of R. 
If aI is gr-Max, (resp. gr-Mart,) then QireMax(R) (resp. QLrmMart(R)) is 
called the left graded-maximal (resp. left graded-Martindale) ring of 
quotients of R. The ungraded versions Q$,,(R) (resp. Qh,,,(R)) are the 
well-known left maximal (resp. left Martindale) ring of quotients of R. 
Using an idea of Passman [ 151 we give an abstract characterization of 
Q;(R). However, for our purpose we only need to do this for gr-Max, and 
gr-Mart,. The ungraded versions give us then an abstract characterization 
of Q’M,,W and QL, (R) (cf. [IS] for the last one). 
Let R and Q be G-graded rings, G a group. R is called a graded subring 
of Q if it is a subring, with the same 1, such that R, G Qg for all g E G. 
1.3. LEMMA. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group, and let a, be gr-Max, 
or gr-Mart,. Suppose R is a graded subring of a G-graded ring Q. Let q E Q 
and NE a, with Nq s R. Then 
(L:H),,= Q (xER,jxqEL}Ea,,foreueryLEa,. 
REG 
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Proof By the assumptions (L : [x) is right dense for every x E h(R). We 
have to prove that (L : ,q)gr is also right dense, for qE Q. Suppose 
q = qg, + . . . + qg,, qniE QR,. Then ((L : ,q)nl) I> fir= 1 (L : tqg,). So it is suf- 
ficient to prove that (L : ,q) ( = (L : rq)n,) is right dense for q E h(R). Hence, 
by Lemma 1.1, we have to prove that for x, y~h(R), ((L : tq) : ,x)y= (0) 
implies y = 0. 
Let L’ = (R : tq) = {a E R 1 aq E R}. Because of the assumptions Nc L’, 
hence L’ is a right dense homogeneous left ideal of R. Let x’ E (L’ : tx). 
Then (L : tx’xq) x’s ((L : ,q) : [x). Therefore (L : tx’xq) x’y = (0). Because 
x’xq E R, r(L : ,x’xy) = { 0). Hence x’y = 0 for all x’ E (L : ,x). Because x E R 
this implies y = 0. 1 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group, and let o, be gr- 
Max, or gr-Mart,. Then Q = Q;(R) satisfies the following properties: 
(1) R is a graded subring of Q; 
(2) for every q E Q there exists L E o, such that Lq c R; 
(3) $qEQ, Leo, and Lq=O, then q=O; 
(4) iff E HOM,(L, R), L E o,, then there exists q E Q with xf = xq for 
all x E L. 
Furthermore Q is uniquely determined (within the category of graded rings) 
by these properties. 
Proof That Q satisfies the properties (lk(4) is clear from the 
paragraph before Lemma 1.3. 
For the converse, let Q and Q’ be two G-graded rings satisfying (l)--(4). 
We prove that they are R-isomorphic as G-graded rings (cf. [ 131). For this 
we define a map T: Q + Q’ as follows. 
Let q = qgl + . . . = qg. E Q, qg, E QR,. Then there exists L E cr, such that 
Lq E R and hence Lq,! s R for all 1 < i < n. Let f,: L + R: x + xqR, then 
LE Hom(L, R&, and thus f = fi + . . . + f,, E HOM.(L, R). So by (4) there 
exists q’ E Q with xf = xq’ for all x E L. From (3) it follows easily that q’ is 
uniquely determined by q independent of the choice of L. We set q’ = T(q). 
Let ql, q2 E Q. It is then easy to check that T(q, + q2) = T(q,) + T(q,). Sup- 
pose L,, L,E~, are such that xq,=xT(q,), yq,= yT(q,) for all XEL,, 
YEJ52. Because of Lemma 1.3 (L2 : rqI)grEo, and therefore 
L, n CL2 : dgr E oI. so, for any x E L, n W2 : Iql)grr x(q,q,) = 
bqlT(q2)= W(q,)) T(q2) (b-use xq,EL,, x~L,). So T(q1q2)= 
T(q,) T(q,). Thus T is a ring morphism. Because of (3) it is clear from the 
definition of T, that q E Qg implies T(q) E Qh, for all g E G. Hence T is a 
graded ring morphism. Finally one easily verities that T is a bijective map- 
ping which is the identity on R. 1 
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In a similar way one defines the right ring of quotients Q;(R) of a G- 
graded ring R with respect o gr-RQUO set cr of homogeneous right ideals. 
The right analogous of the previous proposition gives a characterization of 
the right graded-maximal (resp. Graded-Martindale) ring of quotients 
Q;,-M,,(R) (rev. Q~r.M,rtW) and thus also of the ungraded versions 
QL(R) and Q'M,,,(R). 
We need some more notation. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group, and 
let 0, be a gr-LQUO-set and (T, a gr-RQUO-set. Then we denote 
cr = (cr,, a,). Hence it is clear what is meant by gr-Mart, gr-Max, and in the 
ungraded case Mart and Max. For example gr-Max = (gr-Max,, gr-Max,). 
Henceforth we assume r~ equals gr-Mart or gr-Max. Define 
Clearly S is closed under addition. That is also closed under multiplication 
is proved as follows. Let q E S and P E ran, with qP s R. Then, Lemma 1.3, 
(P : rq) E cr. Thus if q, q’ E S with qP E R, q’P’s R, P, P’ E or, then 
qq’( (P : rq’) n P’) E R and (P : rq’) n P’ E 0,. Hence qq’ E S. Because Q$( R) 
is a G-graded ring it follows that S is a graded subring of Q;(R) and R is a 
graded subring of S. 
Similarly one obtains that 
S’ = {q E Q;(R) ) Lq c R for some L E a,} 
is a graded subring of Q;(R). In the next proposition we show that S and 
S’ are graded R-isomorphic (cf. [ 151 for c = Mart). Therefore this ring 
construction is left-right symmetric. 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group, and let o be 
gr-Mart or gr-Max. Then there exists a G-graded ring Q = Q”,(R) which 
is uniquely determined (in the category of graded rings) by the following 
properties: 
(1) R is a graded subring of Q; 
(2) for every q E Q there exist L E a,, P E or with Lq E R and qP s R; 
(3) ifqEQ, LEIS,, PEC, with Lq=O or qP=O, then q=O; 
(4) let f EHOMR(,L, RR), gEHOM,(P,, RR), LECJ,, PEG,, with 
(xf)Y=X(gY)f 11 or a x E L, y E P, then there exists q E Q such that xf = xq 
andgy=qyfor allxEL, REP. 
Proof We prove the existence by showing that the ring 
S= {qEQL(R) 1 qPcR for some Pea,} satisfies conditions (l)-(4). (1) 
and (2) are clear. For (3), let q E S. If Lq = 0, L E g,, then q = 0 because of 
Proposition 1.4. So assume qP= 0, PE cr. Let L E cl such that Lq c R. 
Hence LqP = 0. Because Z(P) = 0, Lq = 0 and therefore q = 0. To prove (4) 
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let feHOM,(,L, ,+R), gEHOMR(P,, LR), LED/, PEG,, such that 
(xf) y = x( gy) for all x E L, y E P. Proposition 1.4 yields q E Q;(R) such that 
xf = xq for all x E L. Hence (xf) y = xqy = x( gy), and thus x(qy - gy) = 0 
for all XE L, ye P. Thus L(qy - gy) = 0, and hence again by 
Proposition 1.4, qy - gy = 0 for all y E P. 
For the converse, let Q and Q’ be two G-graded rings satisfying con- 
ditions (l)-(4). We define a map T: Q + Q’ as follows. Let q E Q with 
Lq E R, qP s R, L E u,, and PE or. Then let f: RL --) .R: x + xq, 
g: PR+ R,: y+qy. Clearly f EHom,(,L, RR) and gEHOM,(P,, RR). 
By condition (4) there exists q’ E Q’ such that xqy = xq’y for all x E L, y E P. 
We define T(q) = q’. As in the proof of Proposition 1.4 one shows that T is 
a graded ring isomorphism which is the identity on R. 1 
The ring Q&dR) (rev. Q&dW) is called the symmetric graded- 
maximal (resp. symmetric graded-Martindale) ring of quotients of R. The 
ungraded versions Qb,,(R) (resp. Qh,,,(R)) are the symmetrical maximal 
(resp. symmetric Martindale) ring of quotients of R. 
If R is a semiprime ring which is a right Goldie ring then Qb,,(R) is the 
right classical ring of quotients of R. Example 1.22 in [3] gives a ring R 
which is right Goldie but not left Goldie. With the notations as in 
that example (and using Proposition 1.5) one easily checks that 
x(xy) - ’ $ Q&h,,(R). Hence Qb,,(R) E Qb,,(R). It is easy to find examples 
with Qk,,(R) g QLdO 
In the remaining part of this section we study some inclusion relations 
between the rings of quotients introduced so far. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group. Then 
Qi,-M,,(R)= 0 {qEQ'M,,(R)Ifor.~ome LE gr-Max,, 
hcG 
In particular Q&.M,,(R) c QL,,(R). 
Proof. Write Q = Qh,,(R) and, for every h E G, Sh = {q E Q ) for some 
L E: gr-Max,, L,q s RRh for all g E G}. Then let S = xh E G S,, C Q. 
We first prove that S is a direct sum of the S,, h E: G. For this, suppose 
O=C;=,qi with qiESh,, h,EG, hi#hj for i#j. For each i, l<iirr, let 
Li E gr-Max, such that (LJgqi E RghI for all g E G. Then 
L = L1 n L2 n . . . n L, E gr-Max,. Hence, because L,(C;= 1 qJ = 0, we 
obtain L,q, = 0 for each 1 < i 6 n, g E G. In particular Lq, = 0, and, because 
all qiE Q, Proposition 1.4 implies that all qi= 0. Obviously R,, c S,, for all 
h E G. 
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Second we prove that S is a graded ring. For this we must show that 
S,S, E S,, for all g, h E G. However, we first prove that R,S,, E S,,. So let 
rE R,, qESh and L~gr-Max, such that for every ZEG L,qs R,,,, Then 
(L : ,r) E gr-Max,, in particular (L : y) is a homogeneous left ideal. Its 
component of degree z E G is (L : ,r)= = {xc R,[xr~ Lrg}. It follows, 
(L : /r)= rq E L,q c R, . Therefore rq E S,, . This proves R,S,, c S,, . Now, 
let q’ E S,, and let qE Sh as above. Because of Lemma 1.3, 
N= (L : Iq’)gr E gr-Max,. Now, for every z E G, N, = (x E Rz ) xq’ E L}. 
Because, by the foregoing, xq’ E S, for x E R,, it follows by the direct 
decomposition, that N, = {x E R, 1 xq’ E Lzg}. We obtain N,q’q 5 L,q c 
L zgh, for all z E G. Hence q’q E S,,. So we proved, S,S, E S,,. 
Finally we prove that S= Q&.M,,(R) by showing that S satsities proper- 
ties (l)-(4) of Proposition 1.4. Conditions (1) and (2) are obvious, 
(3) Because SE Q and gr-Max, c Max, this follows from the corresponding 
property for Q. (4) LetSEHomR(L, R), L~gr-Max,. Thenf=f, + ... +f, 
withfiE Hom,(L, R),, giE G. Because of Proposition 1.4 for Q, there exist 
qi E Q such that xfi = xqi for all x E L, 1 < i < n. Because fi is of degree gi, 
qi E S,,. Thus xf = x C;= 1 fi = C;= I xfi = x(x;= 1 qi), and z;= i qi E S. This 
finishes the proofs. 1 
1.7. PROPOSITION. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group. Then 
Q&-Mart(R) = iv Q:,.dR)If or some L E gr-Mart,, Lq E R), in particular 
Q&&R) is a graded subring ofQ~rmM,,(R). 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.4. 1 
1.8. COROLLARY. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group. Then 
(1) Q&,,,,,(R) E Q&,&R) E Q"M,,W and 
(2) Q&m(R) c QLdR) s Q"M,,(R). 
Proof: By Proposition 1.5, Q&,(R) = {q E Q;,,(R) ( qP E R for some 
PE Max,}. (1) follows now from Propositions 1.6 and 1.7. Condition (2) 
follows from Proposition 1.5, the ungraded version of Proposition 1.7, and 
(1). I 
1.9. PROPOSITION. Let R and T be G-graded rings, G a group, such that 
R is a graded subring of T and T a graded subring of Q:,.,,,(R). Then 
Q;,m,,(T) = Q&m,,(R)+ 
Proof Let Q = Q&,(R). We again prove the result by showing that 
Q satisfies the conditions (l)-(4) of Proposition 1.4 for QirmM,,(T). 
Obviously condition (1) is satisfied. To prove (2) q E Q. Then there exists 
L Egr-Max,(R) such that Lq c R. It is sufficient to prove that TL is right 
gr-dense in T. Hence we have to prove that if t, t’ E h(T) then 
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(TL: ,t)+‘=O implies t’=O, where (TL: ,t)T= (UE TI tit~ TL}. Because 
Tc Q it follows from Lemma 1.3 that (L : !I), = {r E R I rt E L} is right gr- 
dense in R. Moreover (L : It)R~(TL: ,t)T. Hence (L: ,t),t’=O. 
Proposition 1.4 implies that t’ = 0. 
To prove (3) it is sufficient (because of Proposition 1.4) to show that if 
D E gr-Max,( T) then R n DE Max,(R). For this suppose r, r’ E h(R) with 
(R n D : ,r)Rr’ = 0. We show that then (D : ,r)Tr’ = 0; and thus r’ = 0. Well, 
let t E (D : Ir)T. Then, for some L E gr-Max,(R), Lt c R. Hence Ltr c D n R, 
i.e., Lt E (R n D : ,r)R. Hence Ltr’ = 0. Proposition 1.4 implies tr’ = 0. Since 
t was arbitrary we proved (D : /r),r’ = 0. 
Finally we prove (4). Let f~ HOMT(D, T), D a homogeneous left ideal 
of T which is right gr-dense in T. We claim that D n R n ((Rf-I),,) E 
gr-Maxl( R). For this we show that if r, r’ E h(R) with 
(Dn Rn((Rf I),,): ,r)r’=O then (D: ,r)+‘=O (and thus r’=O because 
(D : ,r),.Egr-Max,(T)). Let tE (D : ,r)7. and let L, L'E gr-Max,(R) such 
thatLt~RandL’(trf)zR.ThenL’tr~(Rf’ ‘),,.Weobtain(LnL’)tr~ 
D n R n (Rf’ ’ )Rr, i.e., (LnL’)ts(DnRn(Rf ‘)nr:Ir)R. Therefore 
(LnL') tr’=O. Because Ln L' is right gr-dense it follows from 
Proposition 1.4 that tr’ = 0. Because t is arbitrary we obtain (D : ,r) =r’ = 0, 
which proves our claim. We denote by f’ the morphism ,f restricted to the 
set D n R n (Rf -‘)K,. Because of Proposition 1.4 there exists a q E Q such 
that ~if’ - yq = 0 for all y E D n R n (Rf -‘)K,. We prove that this implies 
xf=xq for all XED. Let xEDnh(T) and LEgr-Max,(R) such that 
L(xf’) E R and LXC R. Hence Lx G D n R n (Rf ‘)g, and therefore 
L(xf - xq) = 0. Proposition 1.4 implies .xf-- xq = 0. This finishes the 
proof. 1 
1.10. COROLLARY. Let R and T be a G-graded rings, G a group, such 
that R is a graded .&ring of T and T a graded s&ring of Q;r.Max(R). Then 
Q;,.dT) = Q;,.,,,(R). 
Proof. Because of Proposition 1.9 and Proposition 1.5, QireMax( T) = 
{q E QirmM,,(R) ( qP E T for some P E gr-Max,( T)}. Now let q E Q&,a,( T) 
and PE gr-Max,( T) such that qP E T. Define g: P, -+ T,: x + qx, then 
gE HOM.(PT, T,). As in the proof of Proposition 1.9 one proves that 
P n R n (g ‘R),, E gr-Max,(R), and of course q(P n R n (g ‘R),,) s R. 
This proves that Q;,vM,,(T) c (q E QkreM,,(R) I qP G R for SOme 
P Egr-Max,( R)} = QireMaX( R). For the converse inclusion one needs only 
to prove that if P E gr-Max,(R) then PTE gr-Max,( T). This is done similar 
as in the proof of Proposition 1.9. i 
1.11. COROLLARY. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group. Then 
QR,,(Q&,,,tRN = Q,La,(R) 
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Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.8 and the ungraded version of 
Corollary 1.10. i 
Some of the previous results can be summarized in the following diagram 
of ring inclusions. 
WI) 
2. STRONCXY GRADEI) RINGS OF QUOTIENTS 
In general there is little relation between ring theoretical properties of a 
G-graded ring and its component of degree r, e the identity of thegroup G. 
Therefore we restrict our attention to weakly and strongly graded rings, 
and to some graded subrings. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a group with identity e. A G-graded ring R is 
called weakly graded if r(R,) = I( Rg) = { 0) for all g E G. If R, R,. , = R,, 
for all g E G, then R is called strongly graded (cf. [ 131). Clearly every 
strongly graded ring is weakly graded. Moreover, if R is strongly graded 
than R, R, = RRh for all g, h E G. The identity of G will always be denoted 
by e. As mentioned in the introduction we are also interested in rings- 
graded by a subsemigroup S of a group G. Therefore we need the following 
notation. Let R be a G-graded ring, then Rcs, = GrsS R,. Clearly Rrsl is a 
subring of R and Rcs, is a G-graded ring by putting (RCs,)n =0 for 
g E G\S. Therefore the results of section 1 are also applicable to Rcsl. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let R be a weakly G-graded ring and S a subsemigroup of 
G. The following statements are valid. 
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(1) IfL~gr-Max,(Rt,,) then Cs~SR,-~L,~~Max,(R,,). 
(2) If L,. E Max,(R,) then RI,, L, Egr-Max,(RCs,). 
Proof: (1) Let r E R,, then N= (L : ,r),[.$, Egr-Max,(R,,,). Obviously 
N is a homogeneous left ideal of RLs,. Let u E N, = N A R,, s E S, then 
ur E L, and hence R,y I ur c R, IL,. Consequently R,$-I u c (R, I L,y : ,r)K, s 
(C.se.s 4 1-L : ,rlR,, i.e., b~N.,.c (C.sc.s R, 1-4 : lr)R,. 
We have to prove that (Escs R,, IL, : ,r)R,x = 0 implies x = 0, where 
x E R,. Well for such x we obtain R,, I N,,x = 0, for all s E S. Because R is 
weakly G-graded, this implies N,x = 0 for all SE S. Thus Nx = 0 and 
therefore s = 0. 
(2) Because of Lemma 1.1 we have to prove that, for every u,, E R,y, 
UER,, .s, t E S, if (R,,,L : ,u.~),~~~ r=O, then o=O. Now, for every 
rs I E R,y I, s E s, ML e : /rs 114.JRe,r, 1s (RF.slL, : lu.5)Rl.sI. Hence 
R,(L, : ,r,y ! u,s)H,,r,s I G’ = 0. Because R is weakly G-graded this implies, that 
(L, : ,r,y I u,$)K,,r, I o = 0. Because, by assumption, (L, : ,r,y I u,~)~, has zero 
annihilator in R,, and thus in R, we obtain r, 11: = 0 for all rj I E R,, I, i.e. 
R,s It:=O. Hence l;=O. 1 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, 
Qi.,,,(R,) = @;,.m,,(R,.s,h~. 
Proof: Let Q = Q&,a,( R,,,). We prove this result by showing that Q, 
satisfies the conditions (l)-(4) of Proposition 1.5 for Q.h,,(Rt.). 
(1) It follows from Proposition 1.5 that RI ,sl is a G-graded subring of 
Q. Therefore R, c Q,. 
(2) Let qE Q<,. Then, Proposition 1.5, there exist LEgr-Max,(Rrs,), 
and PEgr-Max,(R[,,) such that Lqc- Rrs, and qP&R,,,. Let 
A = C,, s R,y. I L,s and B = x,Y, s P,y R,s-~. Then Aq E R, and qB c R,, 
moreover because of Lemma 2.1 A E Max,( R,) and BE Max,( R,). This 
proves (2). 
(3) Let q E Q, and A E Max,( R,) with Aq = 0. Then Lemma 2.1, 
Rrs, A E gr-Max,(Rt,,) and Rrs, Aq = 0. By Proposition 1.5 it follows that 
q = 0. Similarly qB = 0 with BE Max,( R,), implies q = 0. 
(4) Let fE HomRetReA, ,JK)), ATE Hom(BRe, (K),J A E Max,(R), 
BE Max,(R,), such that for all u E A, h E B, (uf )h = a( gh). 
We first extend f (resp. g) to L = R,,,A (resp. P= BR,,,). Define 
f: L + Rrs, by (CyT, tiai)f = Cr=, ti(ai)f, where t,E RI,, and aiE A. This 
is well defined for if x1= I ( ti) ui = 0 then, taking the component of degree 
SES, C;=,(ti)sui=O. Hence R,-1C~..,(t,),~a~=0. Since R,s I(t,),ssR, it 
follows that R, I C;= 1 (ti),y(ui)f =O. Since r(R,-I)=0 we obtain 
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C;=i (ti),s(u,)f=O. Since s is arbitrary this yields C;= 1 ti(ai)f=O. 
Therefore .f~ HOM(,,,,(L), +.,(RCS,)). Similarly, let g: P -+ RLs, with 
S(C?=1 hit;)=Cr=1 g(bi) ti, h,EB, ti~Rr.yj, then gEHom(PRls,, 
(RCS,)+.,). It follows that (xf) y = xg( y) for all XE L, y E P. So 
Proposition 1.5 yields the existence of y E Q with xf= my, gy = qy, for all 
XEL, REP. It follows, for UEA, DEB, af=aq, and gb=q,h. Thus (4) is 
also satisfied. i 
2.3. LEMMA. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied, 
Moreover, assume that G is ahelian and that G is the quotient group of S, i.e., 
G = (s- ‘t 1 s, t E S}. Then the following properties are satisfied: 
( 1) If L E gr-Max,( R) then, for every t E S, 
L’= c L,, E gr-Max,(Rcs,). 
s F s 
(2) If A Egr-Max,(Rr,]), then RA Egr-Max,(R). 
Proof ( 1) Suppose L E gr-Max,( R). To prove that L’ E gr-Maxr( R cs,), 
t E S, it is sufficient (Lemma 1.1) to show (L’ : ,x)~~,~, y = 0 implies y = 0 for 
x, YE h(R,,,). Now, ifpE (L: [x)~, then because G is the quotient group of 
S there exists s E S such that R,,p c CrreS R,,. Hence R,,px z L’, this 
means R,, p c (L’ : t~)~[~, . We obtain R,,py = 0, and therefore py = 0. So 
we showed (L : ,x)~ y = 0. Because L E gr-Max,( R) this yields y = 0. 
(2) Let A Egr-Max,(RCs,). We need to prove that (Lemma 1.1) 
(RA : ,x), y = 0 implies y = 0, for X, y E h(R). Assume x E R,, g E G. Then 
for every rR IE Rg--l, rR IXE R, and thus (A : ,rR lx)R[s,rl I~(RA : ,x)~. 
Hence, if SES such that rR I yR,c RTs,, then (A : trR Ix)R,slrR I yR,=O. 
Because A Egr-Max,(Rrs,) this implies rg-l YR,~ = 0 and thus also rR-l y = 0. 
Because r,-1 is an arbitrary element in R,. I, it follows that y = 0. 1 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3, 
Q;,.dR) = Q;,m,,W,.s, h 
Proof Again we prove that Q = Q;lr.Max(R) satisfies the four charac- 
terizing properties of Q&,,,(Rcs,). 
(1) Because Rcs, is a G-graded subring of R, this condition is 
satisfied because of Proposition 1.5. 
(2) Let qE Q and LE gr-Max,(R), PE gr-Max,(R), with Lq E R and 
qP E R. Since Q is a G-graded ring we may write q = qn, + . . + qnn, where 
qg, is the component of degree gi E G. Since G is the quotient group of S, 
there exists t E S such that tgi E S for all 1 d id n. Let L’ = C,7, s L,s, and 
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P’=CsES P,,. Then L’qz Rcs, and qP’G RcsI. Condition (2) now follows 
from Lemma 2.3( 1). 
(3) Let qE Q and A E gr-Max,(RCs,) with Aq = 0. Then RAq =O. 
Lemma 2.3 (2) and Proposition 1.5 imply that q = 0. 
(4) Let f E HOMR&I,14 R~s,~RCSI))~ g E HOb~slt&~sl~ 
(REsl)Rrs,)~ A E gr-Max,tRcsl), BE gr-Max,(Rcsl), such that (af)b=4gh) 
for all aeA, ZIEB. We definef1.RA-t.R andg:BR,+R, as follows 
(Cy=l t;ai)f=c:=, ti(aif) and g(C;= i biti) = C;= i g(b,) ti. One easily 
checks that f and g are well-defined graded morphisms, moreover, 
(xf) y = x( gy) for all XE RA and YE BR. Hence, by Lemma 2.3(2) and 
Proposition 1.5, there exists qE Q such that xf= xq and gy = qy for all 
x E RA and y E BR. Because f (resp. 2) restricted to A (resp. B) is f (resp. g) 
condition (4) follows. 1 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let R be a weakly G-graded ring, G a group, such that 
QL(R,)Z= 42K,,(R-) = QL(Re), f or every ideal Z of R, which is in 
Max,(R,) n Max,(R,). Then QirWMaX(R) is a strongly G-graded ring. 
Moreover tQ&dR)), = Qk,tRe) R, = R,Q”,,,tR,), gE G. 
Proof Let Q = QirmMax(R). Because of Propositions 1.5 and 2.2, Q is a 
G-graded ring with R, E Qn, for all g E G, and Q, = Q&,,(Re). Let g E G, 
then since R,R, I and R,-I R, are both ideals of R, which have nonzero 
left and right annihilator in R, (R is weakly graded), it follows from the 
assumptions that Q, R, I R, = Qe = R,R,-I Q,. Hence QR = QeQg = 
R,R, lQ,Q,cR,Q,~Q,,i.e.,Q,=R,Q,.SimilarlyQ,=Q,R,.Itfollows 
that Q is strongly G-graded, indeed QRQ,-, = (Q,R,)(R, 1 Q,) = Qp. 1 
2.6. COROLLARY. Suppose the assumptions of Corollary 2.5 are satisfied. 
Moreover, let G be abelian and S a subsemigroup with quotient group G. 
Then for every right and left dense homogeneous ideal I of RCsI, 
Q&db,)~= Q&,ax(Rd 
and 
~Q;r-dR~v) = Q;Er-i,,ax(R~.s, 1. 
Proof: Because of Proposition 2.4, Q = QirmMax( R,,,) = Q;Er-MaX( R) is a 
G-graded ring. Let Z be a homogeneous ideal of Rrs, which is right dense. 
We obtain 
Q ( 1 Rs 4) c QZ. 
s E s 
Lemma 2.1, Proposition 2.2 and the assumptions imply, 
Qe(CSES R,-lZ,)=Q,. Hence QZ= Q. The other statement is proved 
similarly. 1 
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3. KRULL RINGS 
In [ 111 Miyashita introduced the notion of a Krull subring R of a ring 
Q. But his main interest goes to prime Krull subrings R (called Krull 
orders) of a particular simple subring Q of the left maximal ring of 
quotients. Using our constructions of Section 1, it turns out that this ring Q 
is the symmetric maximal ring of quotients of R. Therefore Miyashita’s 
definition is left-right symmetric. 
In this section we extend the definition of Krull orders to the semiprime 
case and prove that these rings are direct sums of prime Krull orders. 
Recall that if R is a semiprime ring then for any ideal Z of R, r(Z) = Z(Z). 
So an ideal is dense if f(Z) = (01, that is if and only if it is an essential ideal. 
In this case it is also clear that LP is a dense ideal if L E Max,, PE Max,. 
DEFINITION. A semiprime ring is called an order if for every dense ideal 
Z of R, Q”M,,(W= Q”M,,(R) = ZQ”M,,(R). 
3.1. LEMMA. Let R be u semiprime ring. Zf R is an order, then the follow- 
ing properties on Q = Qb,,(R) are satisfies. 
(1) Q is semiprime. 
(2) Q has no non-trivial dense ideals. 
(3) Q is a finite direct sum of simple rings. 
Proof: (1) Is obvious. To prove (2) let Z be a dense ideal of Q. It 
follows r,(Zn R) = 0, i.e., In R is dense in R. R being an order implies 
then, Q = Q(Zn R) c I. Thus Z= Q. Finally, we prove (3). Let Z be a non- 
zero ideal in Q. Then by (l), ro(Z+ r&Z)) = 0. So (2) implies Z+ ro(Z) = Q. 
So every nonzero ideal is a direct summand of Q. A “complete reducibility 
argument” yields the result. # 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let R be a semiprime order. Then for every ideal Z of 
R, Qt,,(R)Z= ZQ”M,,(R). 
Proof Let Q = Qb,,(R) and Z an ideal of R. Because QZQ is an ideal of 
Q, Lemma 3.1 yields a central idempotent e of Q such that QZQ = Qe. 
There exist LE Max,(R), PE Max,.(R) with ABe= AeBE R. Since AB is a 
dense ideal of R we obtain Qe = QABe E QZ. Hence QZQ = QZ and similarly 
QZQ=ZQ. I 
DEFINITION. Let R be a semiprime ring (resp. order) and let 
Q = QL,,(R). 
(1) R is called a maximal ring (resp. maximal order) if for every ring 
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T with R E TG Q the following property is satisfied: if I and J are dense 
ideals of R with ZTJc R, then T = R. 
(2) A (fractional) R-ideal Z is a two-sided R-submodule of Q such 
that for some dense ideals J, K,, K, of R, JC I, K, IE R, and ZK, c R. 
Note that if Zr R then Z is a fractional R-ideal if and only if Z is dense. 
Note that, because of Corollary 1.8, every fractional R-ideal is contained in 
QL,(R). 
The following lemma is proved by standard methods, but for com- 
pleteness’ sake we include a proof. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let R he a semiprime ring and Q = Q&,(R). Then, R is a 
muximul ring if and only if (I : ,I), = (I : rI)e = R for eoery fractional 
R-ideal. 
Proof: Suppose R is a maximal order and I is a fractional R-ideal. 
Assume J, K,, and K, are dense ideals of R with JE I, K, I E R, IK, s R. 
Then R(Z : ,Z), JK, z R. Since (I : ,Z)p is a ring containing R this implies 
(I : ,I), = R. Similarly (I : .Z)a = R. 
Conversely, suppose (I : rZ)p = (I : rZ)e = R for every fractional R-ideal. 
Let T be a ring such that R G TC Q, K, TK, E R for some dense ideals K, 
and K, of R. Then TK,K,c (K,:,K,),=R. Hence T=(T:,T),c 
(TK,K, : ,TK, K,)c! = R, because TK,K, is a dense ideal of R. Thus 
T=R. [ 
It is clear from the above proof that R is a maximal ring if and only if 
(I : ,Z)o = (I : ,I), = R for every dense ideal Z of R. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let R he a semiprime ring and let Q = Q,b,,,(R). If R is 
a maximal ring, then 
(R : ,Z)e = (R : ,I), 
for every fructional R-ideal I. Therefore we denote this set (R : Z)p. (R : Z)e 
is a fractional R-ideal. Hence if T = Q&,,,(R) then (R : I)e = (R : I) T. 
Proqfi Clearly Z(R : ,Z),Zz Z and thus by Lemma 3.3, Z(R : ,I), G 
(I: ,I), = R, i.e., (R : ,Z)o 5 (R : .I),. Similarly (R : .Z)o c_ (R : ,I),. This 
proves the first part of the statement. 
For the second part, let J be a dense ideal of R with Jr I. Then 
R G (R : Z)o, (R : Z),JG R, and J(R : Z)p c R, i.e., (R : Z)o is a fractional 
R-ideal. 1 
With the notations as in Corollary 3.4. It follows that if R is a maximal 
ring, then a two-sided R-submodule Z of Q is a fractional R-ideal if and 
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only if there exist dense ideals J and K of R such that JG Z and ZK c R (or 
KZc R). 
DEFINITION. Let R be a maximal ring, R semiprime, and let 
Q = Qh,,(R). A fractional R-ideal is called diuisorial if Z* = Z, where 
Z* = (R: (R : Z)o)o. If moreover IS R then Z is called an integral divisoriaf 
ideal. The set of all divisorial ideals is denoted D(R). 
Using standard methods (see, e.g., [lo]) one proves that D(R) is an 
abelian group for the operation * defined as follows: Z * J= (ZJ)*, where 
Z, JE D(R). These standard methods involve properties as the following. 
Let Z and J be fractional R-ideals: (1) if ZC J then Z* G J*, (2) (I*)* = I*, 
(~)(R:Z),ED(R), (4)if JED(R) then (J:,Z),=(R:Z),* J= 
J * (R : Z)(? = (J : ,I),, in particular (J : Z)o is divisorial. 
DEFINITION. A semiprime ring R (resp. order) is called a Krull ring 
(resp. Krull order) if the following properties are satisfied: 
(1) R is a maximal ring (resp. maximal order), 
(2) R satisfies the ascending chain condition (a.c.c.) on integral 
divisorial ideals. 
Examples of Krull orders are the Krull rings in the sense of 
Chamarie [a], Marubayashi [9], Le Bruyn, and the authors [6]. 
It is proved in [ 111 that if R is a Krull ring then D(R) is a free abelian 
group with basis the set of all prime divisorial ideals. Again by standard 
methods it follows that every prime divisorial ideal is minimal in the set of 
all dense prime ideals. 
Next we prove that every semiprime Krull order is the direct sum of 
prime Krull orders. But first we need a lemma. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let R he a semiprime order and let Q = QR,,(R). Then 
there exist central idempotents ei, 1 <i< n, of Q with 1 = I;_, ei, 
Q = @I= 1 Qei and every Qei is a simple ring. Zf, moreover, R is a maximal 
order, then every Rei is a prime order with Q”,,,(Re,) = Qei and 
R= @r= 1 Re,. 
Proof: Because of Lemma 3.1 there exist central orthogonal idem- 
potents et, 1~ i < n, of Q with 1 = I;= I e, such that Q = @ ;= i Qei and 
every Qi = Qei is a simple ring. Hence T = @ ;=, Re, is a ring such that 
R E T4 Q. Because the ei are central in Q there exists a dense ideal Z of R 
with TZs R. If R is a maximal order this implies R = T. 
To prove that Ri = Re, is prime, let J be a nonzero ideal of Re, and sup- 
pose i = 1. Then K = J+ c,“- z R, is a dense ideal of R. Because of 
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Corollary 3.2, Qlu= Qi .Z + &‘= 2 Q-i is a dense ideal of Q. Hence Qi .Z = Q, . 
It follows that R, is prime. 
It remains to prove that for every 1 < i 6 n, Qi = Q&,,(Rj). This is easy to 
prove by checking that Qi satisfies properties (l)-(4) of Proposition 1.5 for 
Q.b,,(Ri). Hence R, is a prime order in Qi. 1 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let R he a semiprime ring. Then, R is a KruN order tf 
and only tf R is the (finite) direct sum of prime Krull orders. 
Proof Assume R is a Krull order. With notations as in the previous 
lemma, one easily checks that Ri is a maximal order in Qi. Further, if Ii is a 
non-zero ideal of Ri, for each 1 < i < n, then @;_ i Ii is a divisorial R-ideal 
if and only if each Ii is a divisorial R,-ideal. Hence each Ri satisfies a.c.c. on 
integral divisorial R,-ideals. 
Conversely, suppose R = @ ;-, Ri with each Ri a prime Krull order. 
Then as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, Qb,,(R) = @;= i Qb,,(Ri). The proof 
then continues as in the first part of this proof. m 
3.1. COROLLARY. Let R be a semiprime Krull order. Then the center 
Z(R) of R is a direct sum of Krull domains. 
Proof Because of Corollary 3.6 it is sufficient to prove that the center 
of a prime Krull order R is a Krull domain. Now because R is a prime 
order every nonzero central element is invertible in Q = Qb,,(R). Hence 
the quotient field F = {c ‘r 1 c, rEZ(R), c#O} of Z(R) is a subring of Q. 
Let Z be a nonzero ideal of Z(R) and q E (Z:Z),. Then qZR E ZR and ZR is a 
nonzero (dense) ideal of R. R being a maximal order implies 
q E R n F= Z(R). Therefore Z(R) is a maximal order. To prove the 
ascending chain conditions on integral divisorial ideals of Z(R) it is suf- 
ficient to note that (RI); n Z(R) = Z for every integral divisorial ideal Z of 
Z(R). I 
3.8. COROLLARY. Let R be a semiprime order such that all its ideals are 
generated by central elements. Then R is a Krull order if and only if Z(R) is 
a direct sum of Krull domains. 
Proof Because of the previous corollary it is sufficient o show that R is 
a Krull order if Z(R) is a direct sum of Krull domains. Because of 
Corollary 3.6 we may suppose that R is prime and thus that Z(R) is a 
Krull domain. Let Q = Q&,,(R) and F= { c-‘r 1 c # 0, c, r E Z(R)} c Q. 
Now for any fractional R-ideal Z, if qE (I: /Z)o then q = CC’r for some 
0 # c E Z(R), r E R. Moreover M = RqR n F is a fractional Z(R)-ideal and 
M E (Zn F : In F)r = Z(R) because Z(R) is a Krull domain. Hence 
q E RM G R. Thus (I : ,Z), = R and similarly (I : rZ)e = R, i.e., R is a 
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maximal order. It is easy to verify that (R : Z)e = R(Z( R): Zn F)r. Hence 
ZZ; = R(Zn F):.. The result now follows easily. 1 
A fractional R-ideal Z of a semiprime ring R is called invertible if 
ZJ= R=JZ for some fractional R-ideal J. It follows that 
J= (R : ,Z)e= (R : FZ)a = (R : Z)a with Q = Qb,,(R). Moreover, J= 
i(HOM,(Z, R)), where i is the natural map from Hom,(Z, R) to 
Q,ba,,(R) E Q&,,(R). It is easy to verify that every invertible R-ideal Z is 
finitely generated as a left (resp. right) ideal of R. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a semiprime ring. R is called an Asano-order if 
and only if each R-ideal is invertible. 
Note that the authors in [lS] have introduced the notions of left and 
right Asano-orders. These orders are defined within Q&,,,(R), respectively, 
Qb,,,(R). But one easily verifies that those notions correspond with the 
above definition. In particular a left Asano-order is the same as a right 
Asano-order. 
3.9. hOPOSITION. Let R be u semiprime ring. Then R is an Asano-order 
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied 
(1) R is a maximal order; 
(2) R has the uscending chain condition on dense ideuls; 
(3) every dense prime ideal is a maximal ideal; 
(4) R is an order in Q.ba,,(R), i.e., for any dense ideal I of R 
Q.k,,UW= Q”,,,,(R) = ZQL(R). 
Proof. Suppose that R is an Asano-order and let Q = QbMax(R). We 
have to prove the conditions (1 4). 
( 1) Let y E Q,h,,( R), Z a dense ideal of R with Zq c Z. Then (R : I) Zq E 
(R : I) Z, i.e., q E R. Similarly qZ 5 Z implies q E R. 
(2) Because all dense ideals of R are finitely generated, this condition is 
obvious. 
(4) This condition is obviously satisfied. 
(3) Because of (1). (2), and (4), R is a Krull order. Moreover, all frac- 
tional R-ideals are invertible, hence divisorial. Therefore the divisor group 
D(R) is the set of all fractional R-ideals, and it is a free group (for the usual 
multiplication) with basis the set of all minimal dense prime ideals. It 
follows that every dense prime ideal is maximal. 
Conversely, because of ( 1 ), (2), and (4), R is a Krull order such that 
every dense ideal contains a divisorial R-ideal. Hence, by (3), D(R) is freely 
generated by the set X of all dense maximal ideals. Now let PE X, then 
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P c P( R : P)o c R. Hence P = P(R : P)o or R = P(R : P)o. The former can 
not occur because it would imply, P = P* = P * (R : P)o = R, which is a 
contradiction, Similarly it follows that (R : P)o P = R, hence P is invertible. 
Let Z be a dense ideal of R. Let P,, . . . . P, be those dense maximal ideals of 
R which contain Z, then Z* = P’;’ * ... * Py for some rz;~ N. It follows that 
J= Z(R : P,)“’ ... (R : Pk)nk c R and J is a dense ideal which is not con- 
tained in any dense maximal ideal. Hence J= R. Similarly 
(R : P,)“’ ... (R : P,)““Z= R. Thus Z is invertible. This finishes the proof. 1 
3.10. COROLLARY. Let R he a semiprime ring. Then R is an Asano-order 
if and only if R is the direct sum of prime Asano-orders. 
Proof This follows from Lemma 3.5, Corollary 3.8, and 
Proposition 3.9. 1 
Of course all the notions introduced in this section have a graded 
analogue. If P is a notion for arbitrary rings we denote by gr-P the 
corresponding graded notion. An example of this is the notion of gr-Krull 
ring, which we need in the following section. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a semiprime group graded ring. R is called a 
gr-Krull ring if the following properties are satisfied: 
(1) R is a gr-maximal ring, i.e. for every dense homogeneous ideal Z 
of R, (I : ,Z)a = R = (I : ,I),, where Q = Q;,.M,,(R). 
(2) R satisfies the ascending chain conditions on integral gr-divisorial 
homogeneous ideals. 
A dense homogeneous ideal Z is called gr-divisorial if Z= (R : (R : Z)o)o. If, 
moreover, R is a gr-order, i.e., for every dense homogeneos ideal Z of R, 
QZ= ZQ = Q, then R is called a gr-Krull order. 
4. ABELIAN GROUP-GRADED RINGS 
In this section we study when an abelian (semi-) group-graded ring is a 
Krull order. Only weakly graded rings will be studied. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a G-graded ring, G a group, with identity e. An 
ideal Z of R, is called invariant if R,ZR,-I G Z for all gE G. If R is strongly 
graded this implies R,ZR, .I= Z for all g E G. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let R be a strongly G-graded, G a group. Zf R, is semiprime 
and has no proper dense ideals, then R = @y= I Ri, the direct sum of strongly 
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G-graded subrings Ri of R, and for every 1~ id n, (Ri), has no proper 
invariant ideals. 
Proof: Because R, is semiprime without proper dense ideals, 
R, = @;= i Si, the direct sum of simple rings Si. Let 1 d i < n, g E G, then 
R,S,R,-I is a nonzero minimal ideal of R,. Hence R,Si R, I = Sj for some 
1 <j< n. Hence G acts on the set { 1, . . . . n}. By an eventual renumbering we 
may suppose that the orbits of this action are as follows: {i,, + 1,2, . . . . i, }, 
{i, + 1, . . . . i2} . . . . {i,-,+ 1, . . . . n=ik}, with i,=O. Let 1 <j<k and let 
T’=O~-l+l</<~ S,. Then, every T, is a semiprime ring without proper 
invariant ideals, moreover Rj = RT, = T,R is a homogeneous ideal of R. 
Since R = @,Y=, Rj the result follows. m 
The following theorem plays an essential role in our investigations. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let R be a strongly G-graded ring, G an abelian group. rf 
R, is semiprime and has no proper dense ideals, then every ideal of R is 
generated by central elements. 
Proof Because of Lemma 4.1 we may assume that R, has no proper 
invariant ideals. If 0 # r = rR, + rgz + . . . + rRn E R, gi # gj for i # j, rg, # 0, 
then we denote the set { g,, . . . . g,} by supp r, the support of r. By definition 
supp 0 = Qr. 
Let Z be a nonzero ideal of R. We have to prove that every 0 #a E Z is in 
the ideal R(Zn Z(R)). For this we need the following condition on a finite 
subset A of G. A satisfies the minimal support condition (MS) if for any 
subset S of A, S = supp /? for some 0 # /? E Z implies A = S. We claim that if 
A satisfies (MS) then so does gA = { ga 1 a E A } for every g E G. Indeed, sup- 
pose S C$ gA with S = supp /.?, 0 # /I E I. Then, for ga E suppp, a E A, there 
exists rg L E R, 1 with 0 # rR-1/3EZ. This follows from the fact that R is 
strongly graded, and thus weakly graded. Because supp(r, I/?) & g-‘S $j A 
this is in contradiction with the (MS) property for A. We continue the 
proof in two steps. 
Step 1. Let 0 # cx E Z and suppose supp c( satisfies (MS). Let g E supp 1. 
As above, there exists an element rg 1 E R,-I with 0 # rp-lz E Z. For such 
an rg-l we claim that e E supp(r,-la). For if not then 
swp(r,-l~) $ g ’ supp ~1, in contradiction with the (MS) property for 
g ’ supp cc If we can prove that for all such rg I, rg-l !x E R(Zn Z(R)), then 
it follows that u E R,R, ,u cr R(Zn Z(R)). Thus to prove the latter we may 
assume that e E supp CC 
If r E R then its component of degree e is denoted re. Let Z, = {/I, ( /3 E Z, 
supp /Issupp a}. Because of the (MS) condition for supp CL it is clear 
that I,= (O}u {/?CJ/?~Z,supp~=suppcl}. Let gEG, O#~EZ with 
supp /I= supp cx Then for every dE R,BR, 1 it follows by the com- 
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mutativity of G that supp d s supp Q. Clearly d, E R,P,R, -I. Hence 
R,Z,R,-, E Z,, for all g E G, i.e., Z, is an invariant ideal of R,. Because 
e E supp a, Z, # 0. The assumption on R, implies that Z, = R,. Hence there 
exists y E Z with supp y = supp a and y’c = 1. We claim that y E Z(R). Indeed 
let gEG, O#r,ER,. Then supp( rnY - yrp) s g supp y. Moreover 
g E g supp y and g $ supp(r,y - yr,). Hence supp(r,y - yrg) $ g supp y. The 
(MS) property for supp y = supp a implies rgy -yr, = 0. Because g and rg 
are arbitrary this shows that y E Z(R) n I. Now, e t$ supp(qy - r) E supp a. 
Because e E supp a we obtain a,~ - c( = 0. Thus c( = a,y E R(Zn Z(R)). 
Step 2. Let x be an arbitrary nonzero element of Z. We prove that 
M E R(Zn Z(R)) under the assumption that, for every proper subset S of 
supp SI, if S=supp b with O#/?EZ then PE R(ZnZ(R)). The result then 
follows from step 1 and an induction argument. Pick a subset S of supp a 
such that S = supp /I for some 0 # /I E Z and S is minimal for this property. 
Hence S satisfies (MS). If S = supp a then step 1 yields a E R(Zn Z(R)). If 
S# supp SI, then as in step 1 there exists y E In Z(R) with supp y = 
g--l supp /I for some ge supp /I, such that ye = 1. It follows that 
g 4 supp(sr - a,y) c supp a. Since g E supp a and because a - agy E Z this 
yields a - any E R(Zn Z(R)), and hence a E R(Zn Z(R)). This finishes the 
proof. 1 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let R he a weakly G-graded ring, G an abelian group 
which is the quotient group of a subsemigroup S. Zf R, is a semiprime order, 
then 
Q;F~-M~~(Rcs,)I=ZQ~~-M~~(RIS,) 
for every ideal Z of Rrs,. In particular, Q&,,,,(R,,,)Z is an ideal of 
Q;,.dR,.d 
Proof: Because of Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 Q = 
Q;TreMaX( R,,,) = QgrmMaX( R) = Qe R = RQ, is a strongly G-graded ring. 
Moreover, Lemma 3.5, Lemma 4.1, and Theorem 4.2 imply that all ideals 
of Q are generated by central elements. Let Z be an ideal of Rcs, then 
QZQ = Q,RZRQe = QF, where Fc Z(Q). It is sufficient to prove that 
FE QZ (and similarly FE ZQ). Let f E F then there exist L E Max,(R,), 
P E Max,(R,), s, t E S such that R,LfPR, = R,LPR,f s I. Now LP is a 
dense ideal of R,. Hence it follows that QeLP= Q, and therefore 
(Corollary 2.5) f E QJ-= (QR,LPR,)f s QI. Hence Fs QZ. 1 
4.4. COROLLARY. With the assumptions of Corollary 4.3. Zf G is torsion- 
free and has the ascending chain condition on cyclic subgroups and tf R, is a 
semiprime order, then Q = Q&M,,(RIs,) is a semiprime Krull order. 
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Proof: As in the proof of Corollary 4.3, Q = Q&,,,,,(Z7rs,) is a strongly 
G-graded ring and all its ideals are generated by central elements. By 
Proposition 2.2, Q,, = Qb,,(R,) has no proper dense ideals, hence 
(Lemma 4.1) Q is the direct sum of strongly G-graded subrings Qi such 
that (Qi), has no proper invariant ideals. Because G is torsion-free, and 
thus ordered, it is easy to check that each Qi is a prime ring. Hence we may 
assume, by Corollary 3.6, that Q is a prime ring and Q, has no proper 
invariant ideals. Theorem 4.2 implies that all ideals are generated by central 
elements. Hence Q is an order because Z(Q) is a domain and Qb,,,(Q) = 
{c ‘dqEQ> WcWQ,}. S’ mce G is abelian, Z(Q) is an H-graded ring, H 
a subgroup of G, and all nonzero homogeneous elements of Z(Q) are 
invertible. By the a.c.c. assumption it follows from a result of Anderson [l] 
that Z(Q) is a Krull domain. Hence Corollary 3.8 yields the result. 1 
We now prove our main theorem. Because of our previous results the 
first part of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.6 in [ 171. However, 
for completeness’ ake we include our proof. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let R he weakly G-graded ring, G a torsion-free abelian 
group which is the quotient group of a subsemigroup S. Let R, be a 
semiprime order. Then RCsl is a Krull ring, if and only if the following two 
conditions are satisfied 
(1) RCs, is u gr-Krull ring and 
(2) Q;,.M,,(R,,,) is u Krull ring. 
Moreover, R[ S] is a semiprime ( gr-) order and Q&x( R,,, ) is a 
semiprime order. 
Proof: Note first that, because of Corollary 2.6, Corollary 4.3, and the 
proof of Corollary 4.4, Rcs, is a semiprime (gr-) order and 
Q = Q&,,,(Rcs,) is a semiprime order. We first prove that RCs, is a Krull 
ring under the assumption of (1) and (2). 
To prove that R is a maximal order, let Z be a dense ideal of R and 
q E Q&,(Rcs,) such that qZs I. Then, by Corollary 4.3, qZQ s ZQ and ZQ is 
a dense ideal of Q. Since by Corollary 1.11, Qh,,(Q)= Qb,,(Rcs,), con- 
dition (2) implies q E Q. Since G is torsion-free abelian it is an ordered 
group. Let < denote the order relation. As Q is G-graded we can write 
q=qg,+ “‘q&T whereg,EGfor ldidn,andg,<g,<...<g,. Denote 
by C(Z) the homogeneous ideal of R rs, generated by the homogeneous 
components of highest degree of the elements in I. Every element of C(Z) is 
a finite sum of highest degree components of elements of I. It follows that 
C(Z) is dense (see, e.g., [12]) and qn.C(Z)z C(Z). By (1) we obtain 
qn” E Rcs,. An induction argument yields that q E Rcs,. Similarly, Zq E Z 
implies q E R[,, . Therefore Rcsl is a maximal order. 
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Next we prove the a.c.c. on integral divisorial Rr,+deals. So let 
II E I* c . . . G I, c . . . be an ascending chain of integral divisorial Rtsl- 
ideals. Then, by Corollary 4.3, 
is an ascending chain of integral divisorial Q-ideals. By (2) there exists 
k>O such that for all n B k, (QIn)* = (QIk)*. Also C(I,)* G 
c(z,)* G . . . c c(z,)* c . ..) is an ascending chain of homogeneous integral 
divisorial R r,,-ideals. Hence for some 1 > 0, C(I,)* = C(I,)* for all n > 1. 
Let m = max(k, 1) and let n 3 m. We prove that 1, = I,, and thus the given 
chain is terminating. For this let qE Q&JRcs,) with qI,r I,,. Then 
qI, Q E I,,Q and, by Corollary 4.3, I,Q and I,Q are dense ideals of Q. 
Since Q.h,,,( Q) = Q.b,,,( R rs,) (by Corollary 1 .11) we obtain 
dLQ,* c UnQ)* = (ImQ)*, 
where * means divisorial ideal taken in Qb,,(Rcs,). See also [lo] for the 
necessary properties on divisorial ideals. Hence by (2), q E Q. Write 
4 = qg, + ... + 4 > where giEG for l<i<n, and g,<g,< ... <g,. It 
follows that qg.?(Im) E C(I,) and thus qg.C(I,,,)* E C(I,)* = C(I,J* where 
* means (gr-) divisorial ideal taken in Q. By (l), qn. ER[~, . Induction 
yields q E R Ts,. So we proved (I, : ,I,) = Rcs,. Computing m D(Rcs,) gives 
us then RI,, = ( In : ,I,) = In * CR,,, : I,). Hence I,, = Z, for all n 2 m. 
Conversely, because Rrs, is a gr-order it is easy to verify that condition 
(1) is satisfied if RCs, is a Krull ring. So (2) remains to be proved. For this 
we make use of the fact that all ideals of Q are generated by central 
elements (Theorem 4.2) and that Rcs, is a gr-order. 
Let I be a dense ideal of Q. Then I= Q(In Z(Q)), moreover, by 
Lemma 4.1, In Z(Q) contains a nonzero divisor. If q E In Z(Q), then for 
some JEgr-Mart(Rrs,), JqsR,,,. Hence qEQJqsQ((In.Z(Q))R,,,n 
Rc~~). Hence I= QWn Z(Q)) %I n Rc~,). 
We prove now that Q is a maximal order. Let T= Qba,(Q) = 
Qh,,(R,,,). Let q E T and let I be a dense ideal of Q with qIc I. In par- 
ticular there exists a c E Z(Q), c a nonzero divisor, with cq E Q. It follows 
that qEQqQ=c ‘QcqQ=c ‘Q(QcqQnZ(Q))=QJ, where J=QqQn 
c-‘Z(Q). Note that c ’ exists in T. To prove that q E Q it is sufficient to 
prove that j E Q for every j E J. Clearly we have K*Z E Zc Q for all n E N, 
where K = R rs,jRcs, + L, L= Rcs, n (InZ(Q)) Rrsl. Note that becausej 
is central, there exists a dense ideal A of Rcs, with Ajc R,,,; also 
K”L c Q&M,,t(R~s,) for all n E N. It follows that A”K”L c Rls, and hence 
A”K”L is a dense ideal of Rcs, , for all n E N. Now because Rcs, is a 
maximal order, Q;r-Mart(RCsl) = U,,,, (R,,, : M)T, where the union is 
taken over all homogeneous integral divisorial ideals M of Rrs,. Hence 
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We obtain K”L = u ((Rcs, : M),n K”L), and thus (A”K”L)* = 
(EM A”[(Rcs, : M),n K”L])*. Because (A”K”L)* is contained in Rcs, 
(* denotes the divisorial ideal in the group D(Rcs,)) and because Rcs, has 
a.c.c. on integral divisorial ideals, it follows that 
(A”K”L)* = (A”)* * (K”L)* = 
i 
f (A”[(Rcs, : MJrn FL])* 
i= 1 I 
* 
i 
j, [(%I 
I 
* 
= (A”)* * : M,),nK”L]* , 
for some homogeneous integral divisorial ideals Mi, M,, . . . . Mk in Rcs,. 
Therefore (K”L)* = {Cf=, ((R,,, : Mi)rnK”L)*}*. This yields that 
(K”L)* c Q;,.m,,t(Rcs,). 
Before going on with the proof we note that every element N of D(R[,,) 
can be expressed uniquely in the form P;’ * ... * P;’ where nit Z, and each 
Pi is an integral divisorial prime ideal. If, moreover N is homogeneous then 
all the Pi are also homogeneous. We denote by up(N) the power of P in the 
expression of N. Let ZE lD(Rcs,). It is easy to check that Zc Q&+JRCS,) 
if and only if up(Z) > 0 for all nonhomogeneous integral divisorial prime 
ideals P of Rcsl. 
We continue with our proof. Because (K”L)* E Q;FreMart(RCS,) it follows 
that 
o,((K”L)*) = 2ip((r)* * L*) = up((Kn)*) + t’P(L*) > 0, 
hence 
for all n E N and every nonhomogeneous integral divisorial prime ideal P. 
Suppose that op(L*) = rnE N. Then, for n = m + 1, it follows that 
(m + 1) o,(K*) 2 -m. Hence u,(K*) > 0, i.e., jE KG Q&,,art(RCs,) E Q. So 
we proved that (I: [Z),= Q and similarly (I: rZ)T= Q, i.e., i.e., Q is a 
maximal order. 
Finally we have to prove that Q has a.c.c. on integral divisorial Q-ideals. 
For this is sufficient to show that Z= Q[(Zn Z(Q)) Rcsl n RTsl]* for any 
integral divisorial Q-ideal I. Let L = (Zn Z(Q)) Rls, n RCs,. Note that L is 
a dense ideal of Rcs,. First we prove that L* = (R,,, : (R,,, : L),),cZ 
and hence QL* E I. Let qe L*, then q(R,,, : L)rQ G Q. To prove that 
qEZit suffices to show that (Q:Z)=s(Rcs,:L),Q. For this let PE(Q:Z),, 
i.e., ~ZE Q. This implies pL G Q. As in the proof for Q to be a maximal 
order, we may suppose that p is central in T and therefore 
((R,,,pR,,, + L)L)* G QireMart(RCS,). Since RCs, has a.c.c. on integral 
divisorial ideals, there exists MEgr-Mart(RCs,) with M(R,,, pR,,, + L) 
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L c Rts,. This yields Mp c (R,,, : ,L),= (R,,, : ,L)=. Since MQ = Q this 
implies p E pMQ C_ (R ts, : L)TQ. So we proved that L* E I. Conversely, let 
q E Z, i.e., q(Q : Z)T E Q. Again, as before, to prove that q E QL* we may 
assume that q is central in T, therefore (as above) there exists 
ME gr-Mart(Rr,,) such that Mq(RcsI : L) c Rrs,. This means Mqc L* 
and hence q E QMq E QL*. This finishes the proof. 1 
To study when Rcs, is a gr-Krull ring we need the notion of a Krull 
semigroup. This notion is due to Chouinard [4]. Let G be a torsion-free 
abelian group and S a subsemigroup with quotient group G. S is said to be 
a Krull semigroup if S is a maximal order (i.e., (A : A) = 
( g E G 1 gA c A } = S for all nonempty ideals A of S) and an ideal 4 # A of 
S is said to be divisorial if S : (S : A) = A. In [4] a characterization of 
Krull semigroups is given. Obviously a torsion-free abelian group is a Krull 
semigroup. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let R be a strongly G-graded ring, G a torsion-free 
ahelian group which is the quotient group of a subsemigroup S. Let R, he a 
semiprime KruN order. Then, RCsl is a gr-Krull order if and only if S is a 
Krull semigroup. 
Proof: Because of Corollary 2.6 and the fact that G is torsion free 
abelian, Rls, is a semiprime gr-order in Q = Q;,.M,,(Rcs,). Moreover, 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, Q = Q;lrsMax(R) and Q, = QhLi,,(R,), in particular 
R&Q. 
Assume that Rrsl is a gr-Krull order. We have to prove that S is a Krull 
semigroup. Let A be a nonempty ideal of S. Then RfA, = aocA R, is a 
dense ideal of Rrs, . If gEG and gAsA, then RnRCa,sRCA3. Hence 
R, E RI,) and therefore g E S. This yields that S is a maximal order. If Z is 
an arbitrary homogeneous ideal of Rrs,, then Z = eSE A Z, where A is an 
ideal of S. An easy computation shows that 
(*I (R,,, : AR,,, : 14,)~ 
= 
(Re:r(Rc:J IsRs l),.),...,.s~s:A,,R~, SEA 
Or shortly written, Z*=(~SE~S~~S~A~~ZSRS-~)*RI~S~~s~A~~,. Note that 
because of Lemma 2.1 CSEcS: (s: AJj s Z R, t is a dense ideal of R,. From this 
it follows easily that S has a.c.c. on integral divisorial ideals because RI,, 
does. 
Conversely, suppose S is a Krull semigroup. Let q E QR, gE G, and 
let Z be a dense homogeneous ideal of Rcsl with qZc I. It follows 
that (R,,, : ,Z), qZs RI,,, i.e., t&s, : rOe q s &s, : r&. Hence 
t&s, : ,I) qf’ G Rc.sl, where I” = (R,,, : JR,,, : ,Z)d)o. This implies 
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qIc C I’. Write Z = C, E A Z, where A is an ideal of S. Then (*) 
yields, qJeRC~Ls:~s:A~~l ~J,RC~.s:~s:.~~I where Je=CseA Z,T,-1. Hence 
g(S : (S : A)) E (S : (S : A)) and R,-I qJ, E J,. Since S is a Krull semigroup 
the first inclusion yields ge S. Because R, is a Krull order the second 
inclusion gives R, 1q c R, and therefore q E R, c Rcsl. Since q is an 
arbitrary homogeneous element of (I: rZ)n we proved that (I: /Z)o = RysI. 
Similarly (I : ,Z)Q = RCs,, i.e., Rrs, is a gr-maximal order. Further, because 
of the assumptions, the equality (*) yields the a.c.c. on integral divisorial 
ideals. 1 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let R he a strongly G-graded ring, G a torsion-free 
abelian group which is the quotient group of a subsemigroup S. Zf G has a.c.c. 
on cyclic subgroups and if R, is a Krull order then RCsl is a Krull order if 
and only if S is a Krull semigroup. The converse is true $ Rrsl is the 
semigroup ring R, [ S]. 
Proof: If G has a.c.c. on cyclic subroups and if R, is a Krull order, the 
result follows from Corollary 4.4, Theorem 4.5, and Theorem 4.6. If 
R ts, = R,[ S] then for any ideal Z of R,, Z[S] is an ideal of RCs, . From 
this observation the converse easily follows. 1 
We finish with some remarks. In [ 1 ] Anderson gives an example of a 
commutative Krull domain which is graded by a torsion-free abelian group 
G, but G does not have a.c.c. on cyclic subgroups. In [17] Wauters proves 
that Theorem 4.6 remains valid for a certain class of generalised Rees rings 
which are weakly graded but not strongly graded. Hence, as in 
Corollary 4.7, we obtain a class of weakly G-graded rings which are 
semiprime Krull orders. Finally in [ 181 a characterization of Z-graded 
rings which are semiprime Asano-orders is given. 
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